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I. Letters from the Staff  
 

Letter from the Chair, Meiji Government  
 

Dear Delegates, 
 

Welcome to SMUNC 2020! Whether you are reading this document in the comfort of 
your home, skimming on the road, or frantically browsing key points to complete your position 
paper before the deadline...I am glad you can join us. My name is Lily, and I will be your chair 
for the Meiji Government committee in this Joint Crisis. Brandon and I, along with the crisis 
staff, are so excited to embark on this journey with you, since this virtual Model UN conference 
is the first for us as well.  

A bit about me: I am a rising senior studying International Relations and Economics, 
taking a gap year in ’20-’21 to focus on personal projects. SMUNC has a really special place in 
my heart, thanks to the many hats I have worn. I was Secretary-General two years ago, and that 
experience helped me become the current President of SIAS, our umbrella organization. While I 
nerd out on Sun Tzu’s Art of War and tech policy, I have also found my passion in refugee 
empowerment (initially through Model UN, actually!) Outside the classroom, I enjoy singing 
with my acappella group, supporting mental health as a Bridge peer counselor, and 
experimenting with new ravioli recipes.  

I hope that this background guide can be a starting point for not only your MUN research, 
but also your thinking on technological change and societal transformation. The Meiji 
Restoration is a period of constant clashes and compromises, not so dissimilar to the turbulent 
world we live in today. Your goal as part of the Meiji government is to balance national and 
regional loyalties, foreign and domestic unrests, and decide Japan’s direction amidst reforms and 
retention of traditions. I am really excited for all the creative solutions that you will draft with 
your peers during the conference.  

Finally, I hope that all of us can take a moment to embrace our humanness. Living in a 
COVID world is not easy. Some of you might be MUN veterans, while for others this might be 
your first committee ever. As many topics in this committee can touch on xenophobia, clash-of 
values and social hierarchy, I encourage you to be as kind to each other, be mindful of your 
speech’s impact on others’ identities, and remember each other as not only delegates, but human 
beings struggling through a global pandemic. We are always open to hearing your thoughts on 
how we can make this experience meaningful and exciting for you.  

Please don’t hesitate to reach out to BOTH Brandon and me (lilyzliu@stanford.edu) via 
email if you have questions. I would kindly ask that you cc both of us in your communications, 
to keep our professionalism in accordance to the conference.  

 
Look forward to “meeting” you all soon! 

 
Warmly, 
Lily Zimeng Liu  
lilyzliu@stanford.edu  
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Letter from the Chair, Satsuma Domain  
 
Delegates, 
 

Welcome to the Stanford Model United Nations Conference 2020! My name is Brandon 
Hoang, and I have the privilege of serving as your chair for this crisis committee, dedicated to 
the Satsuma Rebellion of 1877. I am excited to see where this conference will take us! 

I am a sophomore at Stanford University, although I have been relegated to taking my 
classes online from my home in Houston, TX. I am currently studying international relations and 
philosophy, but outside of school, I hold deep-seated passions for European history, Catholic 
theology, and Marvel comics!  

What I love about Model UN is that it allows many of my interests, such as diplomacy, 
historical knowledge, and creativity, to intersect. Having participated as a delegate since my high 
school sophomore year, I truly appreciate the collaborative effort that is encouraged within 
Model UN. In particular, I have a soft spot for crisis committees due to the amazing (and often 
wacky) creativity and enthusiasm that delegates bring to the table.  

This will be my second year staffing for SMUNC, and my first year chairing for a crisis 
committee. Considering that, for many of you, this might also be your first experience in a 
virtual MUN setting, I recognize that we might not be able to enjoy many of the aspects of a 
traditional MUN conference setting. Deviating from our comfort zones can be daunting. 

And just as we are adjusting to a new virtual environment, we will be taking a look at 
how Japan experienced upheavals as it made the rapid transition from feudalism to industrialism. 
Change is daunting, and you will be placed in the shoes of several Japanese figures who were 
uncertain of their own fates in a changing Japan. 

This committee will provide you with a unique platform to voice your ideas and solutions 
to the various obstacles that you will encounter. This background guide is only intended to 
briefly familiarize you with the context of the events leading up to the Satsuma Rebellion, but I 
also urge each of you to dig a bit deeper, do further research, and come to the conference 
prepared for an engaging, thoughtful, and fun journey! 

Delegates, I cannot wait to see what brilliant ideas each and every one of you will bring 
to this year’s conference, and I hope that you will walk away with a valuable experience. If you 
have any questions at all, please do not hesitate to contact your chairs. I’d like to kindly 
emphasize that you include BOTH Lily and I in your emails! We are happy to help! 
 
Best, 
 
Brandon Hoang 
Crisis Committee Chair - SMUNC 2020 
bhoang7@stanford.edu 
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Letter from Crisis Team 
 
Dear Delegates, 
 

Welcome to the Meiji Restoration joint crisis! As our first time running an entirely virtual 
crisis, we’re excited to welcome you and to explore the possibilities that this committee offers. 
My name is Eric Tang, and I’ll be the joint committee’s Crisis Director. I’m a rising senior from 
El Cerrito, California, and I study Computer Science and Mathematics with a minor in History. 
My appreciation for Model UN runs back to high school, and I also served as a Crisis Director in 
the SMUNC 2019 joint crisis committee on Kashmir. Besides classes and Model UN, I also edit 
the Stanford Economics Journal, previously tutored at Stanford’s Hume Center for Writing and 
Speaking, and have been learning Spanish since sophomore year. 

In this committee, the Satsuma Rebellion presents a crisis with no easy answers. The 
historical figures you represent were entrusted with armies, fleets, and wealth, yet often held 
wavering loyalties. Your success in this crisis will depend on how you bargain for the issues that 
matter to your character, persuade others to join your work, and on how faithfully you choose the 
side you stand on. As always, the ultimate crisis outcome depends on how you maneuver troops 
in the open and spies in the shadows. 

While a completely online crisis presents challenges, we also hope that you find its 
opportunities. As a crisis team, we hope to have more frequent communication to make your 
ideas a reality in committee. We hope to facilitate more backroom conversations between 
delegates on opposing sides. Above all, we are a conduit for your ideas, and your character’s arc 
is limited only by your imagination. We look forward to seeing where you’ll take the committee! 

 
Sincerely, 
Eric Tang 
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II. Scope of Committee  
 

Decision-Making Frameworks 
The decision-making power of the Meiji government was restricted to a group of 

oligarchs from Satsuma, Chōshū, Tosa, Hizen, Imperial Court, and others. For the purposes of 
this committee, all public directives will be adopted with a ⅔ majority (11/16 votes).  

Because the Satsuma Domain’s samurai coalition is an informal convening rather than an 
organized legislature, the committee will make public decisions with a simple majority (50% + 1, 
meaning 8/14 votes).  
 
Preparation  

The Satsuma Rebellion was an era of frequent political upheavals and shifting loyalties. To 
prepare for this committee, we encourage you to identify key goals and interests of your character in 
this crisis. Some of your character’s goals and interests may change in response to changing 
circumstances. You‘re welcome to pursue your own agenda, even if it may not necessarily align with 
your committee’s side. Switching allegiances would not hinder or enhance your ability to be 
considered for awards; we are more curious to know how you navigate this conflict realistically, 
creatively, and strategically! 

 
Position Paper Guidelines  

For this position paper, we would love you to roughly follow this format: (1) statement of the 
problem of Meiji Japan in November 1876, as your character sees it (2) your character’s priorities in 
November 1876 and allegiance (3) how your character seeks to achieve their most urgent objective, 
drawing on your resources and capacity. Position papers should be AT MOST one page, single 
spaced. The upper left-hand corner should include the delegate’s character, school/delegation, and 
committee name. Delegates must submit their position papers to BOTH chairs (lilyzliu@stanford.edu 
and bhoang7@stanford.edu) by November 7, 11:59pm PST to be eligible for awards.  

 
Award Criteria  

Delegates will be evaluated holistically based on the quality of speech, strategic thinking, 
diplomatic engagements with other delegates, and creativity in both public and private directives. 
While we encourage delegates to think outside the box, do remember to keep your actions and 
solutions true to the time!   
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III. Background and History 

 
1. Status Quo Ante - Tokugawa Shogunate 

 
Medieval Japan 
 

For thousands of years, the Japanese archipelago had been united under a sovereign 
emperor, a heir in the lineage of the sun goddess Amateratsu. However, with time, the political 
power of the Emperor of Japan faded as external forces, such as warlords, gained influence over 
the Imperial House. By the first millennium CE, the throne was reduced to a symbolic role.  

The true seat of power was in the hands of the shogun, a supreme military dictator backed 
by a loyal army of noblemen and samurai. The shogun and his clan would maintain control over 
other rival warlords and clans through a military government known as the bakufu, or shogunate. 
The bakufu would ensure the stability of Japan for four hundred years. From 1192 to 1573, two 
separate shogunates, the Kamakura and Ashikaga, would rise and fall, and under their 
administration, Japan would enjoy centuries of relatively peaceful internal unity, despite small 
uprisings.  

However, the Land of the Rising Sun would splinter during the Sengoku period, when the 
delicate balance between various clans shattered. The feudal system would collapse, and 
warlords would rush to fill the power vacuum. No central power would hold together the various 
Japanese clans as each one made grabs for dominance. 

After nearly a century and a half of civil war, the chaos would be quelled when three 
“Great Unifiers” undertook successive campaigns to return order to the Japanese people. The 
first and second of these unifiers, Oda Nobunaga and Toyotomi Hideyoshi, would bring much of 
Japan together through several wars of unification and reforms. The last of these unifiers, 
Tokugawa Ieyasu, would defeat his rivals at the Battle of Sekigahara in 1600, cementing an 
unrivaled dominance over the other warlords.  

In 1603, Ieyasu restored the feudal system under the newly founded Tokugawa 
Shogunate, a legacy that would rule over Japan for the next 250 years. In the peace that followed, 
the Tokugawa bakufu would reintroduce a delicate balance of power among the feudal lords, and 
Japan would flourish in an era of peace: the Edo Period. 
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Tokugawa Shogunate 
 

Source: varied 
 

The Tokugawa Shogunate’s ultimate goal was to maintain peace throughout Japan and 
prevent it from slipping into another period of incessant civil war. To that end, the shogunate 
reorganized Japanese society into a strict social order. 
 
The Domain System 
 

As a decentralized feudal society, Tokugawa Japan was subdivided into numerous 
domains in what was known as the han (藩) system. Each of these domains was the personal 
estate of an individual feudal lord known as a daimyo.  

 
The Tokugawa Shogunate regime maintained control through balancing powers of 

potential hostile domains, such as Satsuma and Chōshū domains; strategically placed allies; and 
collateral houses. By requiring powerful daimyo (大名), to maintain households in the capital 
Edo periodically, the shogunate government granted military domains semi-autonomy while 
maintaining central authority.  
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Source: varied. 
  
 
Foreign Policy  
 

Europeans first made contact with Japan in 1543, introducing firearms and Christianity 
and establishing trade with numerous daimyo. Fearing the colonial and religious influences of 
Portugal and Spain, the Tokugawa Shogunate adopted an isolationist foreign policy in 1614 
called Sakoku (鎖国), which means “closed country.” To curb the perceived Western threat to 
Japanese culture and autonomy, the bakufu prohibited travel and contact with foreign countries, 
with two exceptions. Only Dutch and Chinese merchants were allowed to trade with Japan, 
provided they do so at the single southern port of Nagasaki. Additionally, under Sakoku, 
Christianity was banned, and later shoguns would further persecute it after the Shimabara 
Rebellion in 1637. 
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Social Order  
 

A four-tier class structure was strictly enforced during the Edo period, consisting of 
merchants, artisans, farmers, and the samurai warriors. Little social mobility was allowed 
amongst the classes. Merchants, at the bottom of the hierarchy, were concentrated in Osaka and 
gradually grew wealth over time, although laws prohibited their ability to exhibit wealth as 
samurai. Artisans produced non-essential goods, and typically live in urban areas or around 
castles. Farmers, making up 84% of the population, supplied food and paid heavy taxes to the 
daimyo. Samurai, the highest ranking social class, were often appointed as bureaucrats and 
resided in the capital. They were the only individuals allowed to possess swords, and they 
wielded considerable political power. 
 
Samurai 
 

The samurai, Japanese warriors, lead their lives according to the ethic code of bushido 
(“the way of the warrior”), which champions loyalty, self discipline, and ethical behavior. They 
have a long history of ruling Japan’s political scene. Samurai first emerged during the Heian 
Period (794-1185), when wealthy landowners hired warriors to build military protections from 
rival warlords.  
 
Economics and Technology   
 

Although the daimyo enjoyed autonomy, the economy under Tokugawa shogunate was 
very centralized. Half of all harvest is sent to the government, although most of the time the 
government consumes less than it collects. This model led to blooming prosperity throughout the 
first decades of the shogunate, fostering development of consumer technologies, consolidation of 
infrastructure, urbanization, improved education and productive agriculture. However, because 
the shogunate was able to restrict the production of particular goods, Japan fell into technological 
stagnation and extensive recycling.  
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Satsuma Domain 
 

 
The Satsuma Domain was based at Kagoshima Castle in Satsuma Province, the core of the modern city 

of Kagoshima, located in the south of the island of Kyushu. 
 
Situated at the western tip of Kyushu and controlled by the Shimazu family, the Satsuma 

Domain (薩摩藩) was the second wealthiest and one of the most powerful feudal domains during 
the Edo period. Despite its distance from the shogunate capital of Kyoto, Satsuma was in fact 
one of the strictest enforcers of Edo social orders, aggressively expunging Christianity and 
regulating travels in and out of the domain. Its power often granted the domain special 
exemptions; while other daimyo were required to the capital annually, the Satsuma daimyo only 
had to visit every other year. Satsuma’s annexation of the Ryukyu Islands also made it one of the 
only domains with experience with foreign affairs, as it was able to make contact with Chinese 
merchants despite the sakoku policy. The financial reform success in the Satsuma domain also 
allowed it more influence over political situations during the end of the Edo period. The 1850s 
Satsuma daimyo, Shimazu Nariakira’s interest in Western thought also gave Satsuma exposure to 
Western learning in medicine, astronomy, mathematics, and military techniques.  
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2. Bakumatsu - End of the Tokugawa Shogunate 
 

Brewing Unrest  
 

The authority of Tokugawa Shogunate became less invincible when a series of internal 
and external issues started challenging the existing social order. Domestically, trust in the 
shogunate government waned following civil unrest and financial strain on the samurai class. 
After the Tenpo Famine of 1832 put both urban and rural residents in destitution, farmers rallied 
together in an armed uprising in Osaka, which later spread across other regions. The waning 
agricultural production also emptied the pockets of daimyo and samurai, whose primary income 
relied on agricultural stipends. In response, the bakufu implemented various financial 
restructuring policies and land reforms to strengthen its power, but these efforts mostly failed. 

 
Around the 1840s, Western colonial powers continued to challenge Japan’s “closed 

country” policy as they industrialized. Britain and France first attempted to open diplomatic 
relations, trade, and Christian missionary campaigns with Japan in 1846. Satsuma Domain, 
closest to the point of contact, refused requests for diplomatic relations under threat of military 
action. Additionally, the recent Opium Wars in China, where China was soundly crushed by 
combined Western military might, made Abe Masahiro, the chief senior councillor, more 
determined to defend Japan through the sakoku policy and potential appeasement. 

 
Opening to the United States  
 

The beginning of the end for the shogunate came in 1853 with the arrival of Commodore 
Matthew Perry from the United States. Appearing in the Edo Bay in a steamship, he forcefully 
demanded Japan to open ports to U.S. ships for supplies, firing off cannons as an intimidation 
tactic. The passing of the 60-year-old shogun Tokugawa Ieyoshi, along with Western military 
dominance and the recent violence inflicted upon China in the Opium Wars, forced the reigning 
young shogun Tokugawa Iesada to appease the Americans and begin trade with them.  

 
In 1854, upon Perry’s return, Japan signed its first treaty with a foreign actor since before 

the Edo period, the Treaty of Kanagawa, which opened several ports and a U.S. consul at 
Shimoda. Following suit, the Harris Treaty of 1858 further established the basis for Western 
economic encroachment on Japanese soil. Terms included allowing American merchants free 
movement throughout Japan, diplomatic immunity of Western merchants and politicians, and 
Japanese funding of unkeeping American ships at ports. European powers seized this opening to 
sign similar unbalanced treaties with Japan.  
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With the shogunate suddenly reopening Japan in spite of centuries of isolationism, the 
loyalty of the bakoku to the imperial throne, which was strongly opposed to foreign 
engagements, came into question. The peace under the Tokugawa Shogunate, which operated 
under the emperor’s name, ironically had strengthened public loyalty to the imperial house over 
the shogunate. Daimyo who backed the emperor saw the shogunate as weak and impotent.  

 
Widespread antipathy towards Western powers emboldened many to take action. In 

March 1860, assassins from Mito and Satsuma domains murdered chief councillor Ii Naosuke of 
the shogunate, who was behind the Harris Treaty signing and favored gradual reopening and 
rebuilding. Meanwhile, extremist samurai began attacking Western “barbarians” and their allies, 
while smear campaigns against the shogunate prevailed and pressured daimyo to oppose western 
influences. The samurai forces who rallied against shogunate’s weakness used sonnō jōi, “expel 
the barbarians,” as their slogan.  

 
 

 
An 1861 image expressing the Sonnō Jōi (攘夷, "Expel the Barbarians") sentiment 
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The Satsuma Domain - Kagoshima 1863 
 

Initially, the Satsuma Domain and its regent, Shimazu Hisamitsu, advocated a moderate 
position known as kōbu gattai, which sought to unite the imperial court and shogunate. While it 
still desired to push Western influence out of Japan, it did not support anti-European violence. 

 
However, in 1863, antiforeign dissent boiled over when a British merchant was killed in a 

confrontation with Hisamitsu. In response to this event, known as the Namamugi Incident, the 
British demanded legal and financial reparations from the bakufu and the Satsuma Domain. 

 
While the Tokugawa Shogunate paid the requested compensation, the Satsuma daimyo 

refused to bow to the British, echoing the antiforeign sentiments of daimyo and samurai across 
Japan. In retaliation, the British Royal Navy bombarded the Satsuma city of Kagoshima and was 
met with unexpected military resistance. Eventually running low on supplies, the British 
retreated after two days.  

 
The Satsuma Domain conceded and negotiated to pay reparations, and ironically, these 

negotiations initiated an amicable relationship between the Satsuma Domain and British Empire, 
who would later support the Satsuma in the Boshin War. Satsuma also sent students to the 
United Kingdom and invited British engineers to help build modern textile factories, and the 
British would continue to financially support the Satsuma domain. 

 

 
Bombardment of Kagoshima. 1866 Japanese painting. Source: "Saigo Takamori and Okubo 

Toshimichi". 
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The Chōshū Domain - Shimonoseki 1864 

 
Rivaling the Satsuma Domain’s moderate position, the Chōshū domain was the most 

aggressive in its antiforeign stance, supporting the sonnō jōi movement to expel Westerners and 
overthrow the shogunate. To that end, it challenged Western colonial power and the shogunate 
itself with military might. 
 

In 1864, this antiforeign dissent boiled over in the Chōshū domain, whose daimyo Mori 
Takachika ordered his forces to fire on all foreign ships traversing the Shimonoseki Strait. In 
retaliation, a coalition of American, British, French, and Dutch naval ships began a series of 
violent exchanges with the Chōshū. 
 

Additionally, Chōshū extremists attempted to seize control of the Kyoto Imperial Palace, 
but armies from Aizu and Satsuma repelled this attack force. To punish this defiance, the 
shogunate prepared the First Chōshū Expedition, led by Satsuma commander Saigō Takamori. 
Ultimately, however, conflict was averted. 
 
Satcho Alliance 
 

In the aftermath of the Bombardment of Kagoshima, the Satsuma Domain began to shift 
its perspective towards the shogunate, realizing the weakness of the Tokugawa clan. Similarly, 
the Chōshū Domain and its antiforeign allies realized that it was impossible to expel Westerners 
out of Europe by force, since they lacked military superiority. In an effort to prevent Japan’s 
colonization, the two former rivals realized the necessity for Japan’s modernization. Thus, in 
1866, Satsuma and Chōshū secretly formed the Satcho Alliance, brokered by Sakamoto Ryōma, 
in the hopes of restoring power to the imperial court and creating a modern government. 
 

The military opposition to the shogunate began modernizing its forces, adopting Western 
military tactics and equipment, such as cannons and firearms. Again, Chōshū, now backed by 
Satsuma and other disillusioned samurai, challenged the shogunate, which sent the Second 
Chōshū Expedition. However, this expedition was soundly defeated, humiliating the shogunate. 
The bakufu was further embarrassed as foreign powers began dealing directly with the imperial 
court. 
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Boshin War 
 

The bakufu was forced between a rock and a hard place as it tried to satisfy the 
traditionalists with antiforeign concessions while pleasing foreign powers by working to open the 
country. Thus, as his credibility dwindled, the shogun Yoshinobu Tokugawa abdicated and 
relinquished power to the boy emperor Mutsuhito in 1867. However, he hoped to forge a new 
coalition government where the Tokugawa clan would continue to play a central role in Japan’s 
politics. 

 
However, with their minds set on eliminating the shogunate, the Satcho Alliance enacted 

a coup d’état in the imperial capital of Kyōto in January 1868, announcing the restoration of full 
imperial rule over Japan. The alliance pressured Yoshinobu into surrendering his offices and 
lands, but he resisted by moving a loyalist shogunate army against the Satcho-backed imperial 
court, initiating the Boshin War. At the Battle of Toba-Fushimi, Yoshinobu was quickly 
defeated, and he fled to take refuge in Edo. The forces of the Satcho Alliance and imperial army, 
led by Saigō Takamori, pursued the former shogun and surrounded Edo. However, in his 
“bloodless surrender”, Yoshinobu peacefully backed down. While shogunate loyalists would 
continue to fight the imperial government into 1869, the Tokugawa had effectively been 
removed from power. 
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3. Rise of Meiji Japan 
 
The Emperor Ascends 

 
With the surrender and abdication of the shogun Yoshinobu, the boy emperor Mutsuhito, 

supported by loyal daimyo, had secured his place at the center of Japanese politics. The seat of 
the imperial throne was moved to Edo, which was renamed Tokyo, meaning “Eastern Capital.”  

 
Under the direction of the imperial court, Japan began taking its necessary steps towards 

modernization and rebuilding. In order to create a nation-state capable of standing equal among 
Western powers, the emerging government pursued a unified state rather than decentralized 
confederacy that had characterized feudal Japan. Thus, Japan entered the next era of its history: 
the Meiji era. 
 

At the time of the shogun’s defeat, Japan was still characterized by a predominantly 
agricultural economy that relied upon little technological development and a weak central 
military. To remedy this, the new Meiji government, dominated by imperial loyalists such as 
those from Satsuma, Chōshū, and the court, looked to the West for inspiration. 

 
Observing that Western states were empowered internally by constitutionalism, 

economically by industrialization, and externally by a strong military, the Meiji government 
enacted reforms in these three areas. The slogan “Fukoku kyōhei” (“Enrich the country, 
strengthen the military”) became the mission of the new state. 
 
Abolition of the Domain System 
 

To secure the Meiji government’s control over Japan and to fix the glaring weakness of 
decentralization, the old bakuhan domain system was abolished. In 1869, only months after the 
end of the Boshin War, the daimyo of each domain, including Satsuma and Chōshū, were 
persuaded to return their lands to the throne. Those daimyo were re-established as governors 
answering to the Meiji emperor. 

 
With time, however, the former daimyo themselves were slowly eased out of political 

power. In 1871, the 250 domains were officially abolished in favor of 72 prefectures, reducing 
the number of governors. Notably, the Satsuma Domain was incorporated into Kagoshima 
Prefecture, and the Chōshū Domain was incorporated into the new Yamaguchi Prefecture. Over 
time, the former daimyo who continued to hold office were replaced by newly elected officials. 
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New Social Hierarchy and the Abolition of the Samurai 
 

In 1869, as the feudal system of land ownership was abolished, the feudal social 
hierarchy was discarded alongside it. A new social order emerged, one which contained three 
distinct, yet equal, classes. The former nobility became a class known as the kazoku (“peers”), 
while merchants, artisans, and farmers became a class known as the heimin (“commoners”). 

 
The samurai warrior class was abolished and transformed into the shizoku (“warrior 

families”) class, which possessed no formal class privileges. Consisting of over 2 million former 
samurai, the shizoku class was further diminished when a national system of conscription was 
enacted, demanding three years of military service from all men of age. Through this declaration, 
Japan was further centralized by eliminating feudal armies in favor of a national standing army. 

 
While the abolition of the feudal class hierarchy provided many commoners with the 

opportunity to choose their own occupations, the samurai were left in an uncertain world. While 
they were encouraged to find other lines of work, the shizoku had few marketable skills besides 
combat, making it difficult to reintegrate into society. 
 
Political Reforms 
 

With the overthrow of the shogunate, direct political power was returned to the imperial 
throne, giving the emperor a considerable voice in governance. Because the boy emperor 
Mutsuhito was still just a child, regents and court advisors initially made decisions on his behalf 
until he was educated enough to rule. 

 
Observing that the Western countries were strengthened by the implementation of a 

constitutionalism, the Meiji government made a constitution one of its first priorities. In 1868, 
the government was reorganized into several administrative ministries, but Japan still lacked a 
true constitution that clearly defined the powers of the emperor, a national legislature, or courts. 
However, the Meiji government was committed to a representative form of government, as 
outlined in its Charter Oath in 1868. 
 
Foreign Affairs 
 

The ultimate goal of the Meiji reformers in foreign affairs was to place Japan on an equal 
footing with Western colonial powers. To that end, Japan needed to eliminate the various treaties that 
had unfairly surrendered much of its sovereignty, so the Japanese sought Western knowledge of 
politics and philosophy to build the government. Notably, in 1871, diplomats led by Iwakura 
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Tomomi travelled through the United States and Europe, observing and learning about Western 
governance. 
 

Thus, with a more welcoming attitude towards Western culture and governance, Meiji Japan 
was not characterized by the exclusionary and antiforeign sentiments that had characterized the 
uprising against the Tokugawa shogunate. The Charter Oath of 1868 pledged the Meiji government’s 
commitment to amiable relations with foreign countries, and in the 1870s, Japan continued to 
promote a friendly relationship with Westerners. Additionally, the Meiji government focused more 
on domestic development than on relations with Asian countries, despite calls from more 
conservative groups to initiate war and expand Japanese territory. 
 
Economic Reforms 
 

As Tokugawa Japan’s economic system was based heavily on the trade of agricultural 
produce, the Meiji reformers realized that the stability of Japan was also contingent upon a unified 
and standardized monetary and tax system. Thus, in 1871, the Meiji government adopted the yen as a 
standard currency. With the abolition of the feudal land system, land ownership was transferred from 
daimyo and their vassals to private farmers, and in 1873, a three percent agricultural land tax was 
levied on landowners, providing the government with a primary source of revenue for other projects.  
 

With its new revenue, the government began investing in new industries and technologies, 
which was made further possible by participating in trade with Western countries. With funds 
acquired through taxation and resources obtained via trade, the Japanese government invested in 
railroads, shipyards, telegraph and telephone lines, mines, munitions plants, and other consumer 
industries. Japan began a quick road towards industrialization, using technology to bolster its 
production capabilities, military might, and infrastructure. 
 

However, Japan also found itself plagued by inflation following the Boshin War, as the Meiji 
government had excessively issued new paper notes prior to adopting the yen. To help regulate the 
economy, the government passed the National Bank Act of 1872 to model Japan’s banking system 
after the American national banking system. A second National Bank Act in 1876 allowed for 
national banks to issue banknotes backed by national bonds. Private banks slowly began to 
emerge, as well. 
 
Cultural Reforms 
 

The Meiji reformers also enacted a campaign to unite the nation by transforming 
Japanese culture. The emperor was elevated to a central figure in not only politics, but in daily 
life as well, and reverence towards the imperial throne was reintroduced as an integral part of 
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Japanese culture. The legends surrounding the emperor’s divine lineage were revived, providing 
the Japanese people with a figure who united modern Japan with its ancient history.  

  
Buddhist syncretist influences in Japanese culture, imported centuries ago from mainland 

East Asia, were subtly removed, and the Meiji reformers pushed to make Shinto the national 
religion. By placing the emperor and Shinto at the center of society, the reformers sought to 
create a Japan unified not only politically, but also ideologically. 
 

To that end, a universal education system was established in 1872, initially placing 
emphasis on Western learning to prepare Japan’s youth for careers. However, moral training was 
integrated into these schools to stress devotion to emperor, country, and family, helping to 
slowly reorient the loyalty of many Japanese towards the throne. 
 

Christianity initially remained in prohibition, but due to pressures from Western 
countries, the government legalized it in 1873, to the chagrin of conservatives seeking to 
promote Shinto. The new government continued to treat it with suspicion, but Christians in Japan 
were now free to openly practice their faith. 
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IV. Current Circumstances: November 1876  
By 1876, many reforms within the Meiji government were realized, but they were not 

met without discontent. While many “commoners” enjoyed the new economic opportunities, 
several groups within the former nobility voiced their dissatisfaction, and most notably, the 
former samurai found it difficult to integrate into Meiji society. 
 

Unable to find employment after the abolition of the domain system, the samurai were 
promised yearly stipends, but this source of income was quickly eliminated when the 
government could not deliver on this promise. Additionally, the samurai were further humiliated 
when their former privileges, such as the ability to wear swords, the topknot haircut, and the use 
of surnames, were either banned or made public. 
 

Undermined financially and socially, many samurai felt betrayed by the Meiji 
government at having lost their privileged role in society. In fact, conservative factions viewed 
the numerous Western-oriented reforms to Japanese culture and society as betrayals of the sonnō 
jōi ideals that drove the uprising against the Tokugawa Shogunate. 
 

Within the government, conservative factions advocated in favor of the shizoku in the 
hopes of  helping them regain their status. Many pro-samurai leaders, among them the former 
Satcho Alliance commander Saigo Takamori, argued in favor of initiating a war with Korea to 
provide the warriors with a new opportunity to find glory. However, the reformers in the 
government shut this notion down, stressing the importance of domestic development. 
 

With few options, many shizoku took refuge in the southwestern regions, the location of 
former Satsuma and Choshu domains and conservative factions which were sympathetic to their 
plight. In these regions, some voiced their dissent against the Meiji government through a series 
of small, independent uprisings in the southwestern regions, beginning in 1874. For instance, 
several rebellions broke out in the former Saga Domain (1874), Kumamoto, Akizuki, and Hagi 
(November 1876). While the Meiji government was able to defeat these uprisings, anti-Western 
sentiments from the rebels continued to simmer.  
 

In the former Satsuma Domain, Saigo Takamori established the private Shi-gakkō 
academy, where he employed former samurai in an effort to support them financially. Students 
were instructed in weaponry and tactics, leading to accusations that the schools were paramilitary 
political organizations. However, the conservative governor and administration of Kagoshima 
prefecture offered legal protection to Saigo and the shizoku. With an entire prefecture of armed, 
dissenting samurai, the Meiji government became nervous and suspicious of Saigo’s intentions. 
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V. Questions to Consider 

Our crisis began in November 1876, just after the Meiji government finished suppressing several 
shizoku uprisings in Kyūshū. The rising popularity of Saigō Takamori, along with his private 
academy for young samurai, makes the government worry about a potential uprising from the 
former Satsuma domain. Many samurai refugees within Satsuma, on the other hand, were 
increasingly radicalized against the Meiji government. 
 
Meiji Government 
The oligarchs in the Meiji Government can do anything under the benevolence of the emperor...if 
they can navigate varying responses to their reforms successfully.  Here are some questions to 
consider:  
 

● Political Reforms: Should Japan adopt a western constitution/legislature? If so, how can it 
be implemented? 

● Oppositions: What can the Meiji government do to quell opposition to its radical reforms, 
especially from the samurai? How should you balance Meiji government officials’ national 
and regional loyalty? To what extent should the opposing voices be incorporated into your 
policy? 

● Samurai. What should the samurai’s place be in the new Japanese society? 
● Tradition vs. Reform. How can Meiji Japan use traditional values without risking foreign 

condemnation that the government was forcing a state religion upon the Japanese? Vice 
versa: how should Japan reform its social order, while balancing the voices of reformists and 
traditionalists? 

● Power Distributions. What should happen to the remaining daimyo? Should they continue to 
serve the government as governors, or should they slowly be removed from their roles?  

● Foreign Affairs. How should Japan navigate its relations with the West, Korea, and other 
neighboring powers? Should the Ryukyu Islands be brought under full Japanese control? 
Where should Japan’s place be in the world, amidst the rapidly changing geopolitical 
landscape?  

● Economics. How can Japan incorporate new technology and adopt industrialization in its 
existing economic structure?  
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Satsuma Domain 
In response to the Meiji government’s slow curtailment of the privileges of the shizoku, the leaders of 
various shizoku clans taking refuge in the Satsuma Domain have convened informally with the 
administration of Kagoshima Prefecture. Under Saigo Takamori, they will consider: 
 

● Samurai. How should the Meiji government be pressured into creating a new place for 
former samurai in the modernizing society? Should the shizoku follow the example of the 
previous rebellions or should they pursue a more diplomatic approach? 

● Culture. How can Japan continue to hold onto its traditions, morality, and customs in the 
face of Westernization and modernization? How will the samurai and Satsuma domain raise 
this issue of culture to the government? How should the issue of religious tolerance be 
handled? 

● Political. How should the relationship between the governors and Meiji imperial court/ 
central government be handled? Should the Meiji government be pressured to grant further 
autonomy to prefectures? 

● Finance. How can the samurai continue to be financially supported? What solutions are there 
to helping them integrate into the new modern economy? Is a foreign war a viable solution? 

● Foreign Affairs. Should the Satsuma Domain pressure the Meiji government into a foreign 
war, such as with Korea? Should it pursue diplomatic relations with foreign allies like the 
British Empire? Should it seek a war of its own? 

● Economics. Should the Satsuma Domain continue to modernize its economy and 
infrastructure? How can it provide for the other various needs of its citizens, such as food and 
consumer goods? 
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VI. Character List 
Government of Meiji Japan 
Chair: Emperor Meiji 

 
1. Prince Sanjō Sanetomi (三条 実美), Chancellor of the Realm  

A court noble instrumental to the Meiji restoration, Sanjō essentially served the role as 
the spokesman for the bureaucracy that ruled in the name of the emperor Meiji, a position 
that theoretically revived the ancient and privileged role of imperial adviser.  

 
2. Iwakura Tomomi (岩倉 具視), Minister of the Right  

Iwakura was influential in increasing imperial involvement in state affairs in the 1850s. 
As Minister of the Right in 1871, he also led a two-year expedition around the world 
called the “Iwakura Mission” to help politicians learn the Western systems of education, 
administration, finance and law while negotiating new treaties with the West. Upon his 
return, he also thwarted conservative attempts to initiate a war with Korea. 

 
3. Kawaji Toshiyoshi (川路利良), National Chief of Police 

A participant of the Iwakura Mission, former Satsuma Domain samurai, and former 
partner of Saigo Takamori, Kawaji was the head of and mastermind behind the 
establishment of a Western-style police bureau under the Home Ministry oversaw by 
Ōkubo Toshimichi. Following the banning of swords on samurai in 1876, Kawaji worked 
to develop a unified swordsmanship style for the police.  

 
4. Count Kuroda Kiyotaka (黒田 清隆), Director of Hokkaidō Colonization Office  

Born into a samurai-class family serving the Satsuma daimyo, Kuroda was put in charge 
of colonization efforts in Hokkaidō and director of the Hokkaidō Colonization Office. 
There, he organized a colonist-militia scheme to settle the island with ex-samurai and 
retired soldiers. Recently, he negotiated the Japan-Korea Treaty of 1876, beginning an 
imbalanced relationship between the dominant Japan and neighboring Korea.  

 
5. Ōkubo Toshimichi (大久保 利通), Lord of Home Affairs 

Ōkubo is a former samurai of the Satsuma Domain who helped lead the Satcho Alliance 
to overthrow the Tokugawa Shogunate during the Boshin War. As Lord of Home Affairs, 
Ōkubo hosted the Osaka Conference of 1875 to reconcile opposing views of the Meiji 
oligarchy, the results of which established the first Assembly of Prefectural Governors. 
Previously, he was also the architect of the prefecture system. 
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6. Prince Itō Hirobumi (伊藤 博文), Minister of Public Works  
Born in the Chōshū Domain, Itō was appointed governor of Hyōgo Prefecture after the 
Restoration and sent on the Iwakura Mission to learn from the West. He had a close 
relationship with Ōkubo and founded the Ministry of Public Works, and in addition, he 
served as the Chairman of the first Assembly of Prefectural Governors. 

 
7. Okuma Shigenobu (大隈 重信), Minister of Finance 

Born in Hizen Domain and formerly leading foreign affairs, Okuma was the chief 
architect behind Japan’s fiscal reforms, which included property tax reforms that 
facilitated industrial developments. Before overseeing finances, he unsuccessfully 
attempted to continue Japan’s repression of Christianity. 

 
8. Count Katsu “Kaishū” Yasuyoshi (勝 海舟), Minister of the Imperial Japanese Navy 

A former shogunate loyalist who surrendered Edo to Saigo Takamori during the 
restoration, Katsu is the most prominent of the Tokugawa retainers in the new Meiji 
government leading the Navy. Although Satsuma officers dominated influence in the 
navy, Katsu also advised on national policy as a senior advisor.  

 
9. Kido Takayoshi (木戸 孝允), Chairman of the Assembly of Prefectural Governors 

Born in the Chōshū Domain,  Kido was instrumental in establishing the Satchō Alliance 
with Saigō Takamori and Ōkubo Toshimichi in 1866. As a former imperial advisor, he 
helped draft the Five Charter Oath and initiated policies of centralization and 
modernization. After the Iwakura mission, he became a strong advocate for 
constitutionalism and was responsible for educating the young Emperor Meiji.  

 
10. General Yamagata Aritomo (山縣 有朋), Minister of War 

Born in the Chōshū Domain, Yamagata was the mastermind behind the modernization 
and creation of the Imperial Japanese Army via the national conscription system. He has 
studied the European military system and was strongly influenced by Prussian military 
doctrine, which favored authoritarianism and expansionism.  

 
11. Marquis Inoue Kaoru (井上 馨), Vice-Ambassador Extraordinary 

Born in Chōshū Domain, Inoue helped form the Satcho Alliance and later served as the 
Vice Minister of Finance, reforming government finance through anti-samurai policies, 
land tax reform, and railway businesses. Forced to resign due to these unpopular yet 
effective measures, Inoue was later asked to help conclude the Japan-Korea treaty.  
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12. Soejima Taneomi (副島 種臣), Foreign Diplomat and Ambassador 
Born in Saga, in Hizen province, Soejima first assisted with the structure of the 
provisional Meiji government and went on the Iwakura mission, although shortly 
resigned from the government over the issue of an invasion of Korea. He became the 
private adviser of the emperor after successfully establishing formal diplomatic relations 
with China and receiving high honors by the mandarins for his scholarship.  

 
13. Oki Takato (大木 喬任), Minister of Justice 

Born in Saga, Oki wore many hats during his tenure in the Meiji Government. He first 
was appointed the Governor of Tokyo after the imperial capital transfer, and modernized 
Japan’s education system as Education Minister in 1871. As Justice Minister, he oversaw 
the punishment of disgruntled ex-samurai rebels involved in shizoku uprisings.  

 
14. Kawamura Sumiyoshi (林 董川村 純義), Senior Vice Minister of the Imperial Navy 

Having studied at the Nagasaki Naval Training Center under the shogunate, Kawamura 
supported the Satcho Alliance against Tokugawa and was later appointed as the Director 
of the Imperial Japanese Naval Academy. He led naval forces in various engagements 
against foreign forces, such as the Taiwan Expedition of 1874. 

 
15.Prince Arisugawa Taruhito (有栖川宮熾仁親王), Chairman of the Council of Elders 

Arisugawa was personally appointed by the Meiji Emperor to take care of the remaining 
pro-shogunate resistance at the end of the Boshin War. A career military officer, 
Arisugawa is in direct command of a contingent of loyal imperial soldiers and is eager to 
preserve the hegemony of his benefactors in the imperial court. 

 
16. Yamao Yōzō (山尾 庸三), Engineer and Founder of Ministry of Public Works 

Yōzō first took charge of Yokohama Iron-works. Working with British assistance, Yōzō 
played an instrumental role in setting up the Engineering College and designing its 
curriculum to instruct a rising workforce. Additionally, alongside Itō Hirobumi, Yōzō 
founded the Ministry of Public Works to oversee railroads, shipyards, an iron and steel 
industry, telecommunication, civil works, and engineering institutions, and more.  
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Satsuma Domain  
Chair: Saigo Takamori 
 

1. Ōyama Tsunayoshi (大山綱良), Governor of Kagoshima Prefecture 
Elected in 1874, Ōyama was the first governor of the Kagoshima Prefecture, which, 
under his tenure, continued to be very conservative. He is a close friend of Saigo 
Takamori, and he is especially sympathetic to the plight of the samurai, offering them 
legal protection. However, as a governor, he is still bound to the imperial throne. 

 
2. Kirino Toshiaki (桐野 利秋), Commander-in-Chief of the Satsuma Domain 

A former samurai and proponent of the sonnô jôi movement, Kirino helped Saigo lead 
the forces of Satsuma during the Boshin War, attaining victory at the Battle of Aizu. He 
was elevated to the rank of Major General in the Imperial Japanese Army before 
resigning and returning to his home in Kagoshima. 

 
3. Shinohara Kunimoto (篠原国幹), Head of the Satsuma Army Cadet School 

A former samurai, Shinohara was named Major General in the Imperial Japanese Army 
and later promoted to Commander of the Imperial Guard. However, when Saigo later 
resigned from the imperial government, he too resigned and returned to Kagoshima, 
where he took a post as an administrator and instructor at Saigo’s academy. 

 
4. Beppu Shinsuke (別府 晋介 景長), Mayor of Kajiki 

A warrior native to Satsuma and associate of Saigo Takamori, Beppu became a Major in 
the Imperial Japanese Army before resigning in disillusionment and frustration. He later 
took an administrative post as the Mayor of Kajiki, a town in Kagoshima Prefecture.  

 
5. Iwamura Michitoshi (岩村通俊), Former Governor of Saga Prefecture 

A veteran of the Boshin War, Iwamura Michitoshi helped the Meiji government suppress 
the shizoku uprising in Saga as the prefecture’s governor, before being transferred to 
Yamaguchi Prefecture, location of the former Choshu Domain. In this office, Iwamura is 
serving as negotiator and ambassador on behalf of Choshu and the Imperial Throne. 
 

6. Shimazu Hitsamitsu (島津久光), Former Regent of the Daimyo of Satsuma 
Shimazu is the father of Shimazu Tadayoshi, the final daimyo of Satsuma. Serving as his 
son’s regent, Hitsamitsu was responsible for the Namamugi Incident, but he was able to 
forge a strong relationship with the British. Hitsamitsu also served in the Imperial 
legislature but retired in frustration at the curtailment of the samurai. Despite his 
sympathy to the samurai, he is suspicious of any talk of treachery against the throne. 
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7. Katsura Hisatake (桂 久武), Former Governor of Miyakonojo Prefecture 
A close friend of Saigo a, Katsura served in several administrative positions in Satsuma, 
including that of advisor to the daimyo. He was promoted to the governorship of 
Miyakonojo Prefecture, adjacent to Kagoshima. While no longer in that position, he 
retains many close connections to the conservative government of that prefecture. 
 

8. Murata Shinpachi (村田新八), Head of the Shigakkô Academy Artillery Crew 
Another close friend of Saigo, Murata gained experience in combat as a commander of 
Satsuma forces during the Boshin War. During the Meiji Restoration, Murata joined the 
Iwakura Mission to the United States and Europe, but upon returning to Japan, he 
reunited with his old friend and coordinated the establishment of the Shigakkô Academy. 
 

9. Harada Takashi*, Commander of Samurai from Choshu 
Fictional character for the purposes of this crisis committee. Harada is a former samurai 
who served as part of the Satcho Alliance in the Boshin War. As a disenfranchised 
member of the shizoku, Harada is disillusioned by the Meiji Government’s treatment of 
his brethren and strongly in favor of following the example of the previous uprisings. 

 
10. Matsumoto Nobu*, Commander of Samurai from Hagi 

Fictional character for the purposes of this crisis committee. Matsumoto is a former 
samurai from the Hagi Domain. Notably, he is less disillusioned in the Meiji government 
than others and hopes to diplomatically push for measures that can help provide the 
samurai with a firm financial foundation, hoping to avoid violence. 

 
11. Matsuo Hideaki*, Director of Infrastructure of Kagoshima Prefecture 

Fictional character for the purposes of this crisis committee. As a member of the 
administration for Kagoshima Prefecture, Matsuo governs the import and export of 
supplies in and out of the region, such as via the railroads. While generally conservative, 
Matsuo is strongly opposed to the uprisings of shizoku in other domains. 

 
12. Yashida Takao*, Director of the Treasury of Kagoshima Prefecture 

Fictional character for the purposes of this crisis committee. As a member of the 
Kagoshima government, Yashida oversees the banks in the prefecture and the funds that 
flow in and out of them. Like Matsuo, he is opposed to violent uprisings against the 
imperial throne. 
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13. Okuda Katsunaga*, Head of the Kagoshima Prefecture Fleet 
Fictional character for the purposes of this crisis committee. As head of the Kagoshima 
government fleet, Okuda oversees local naval defense for the prefecture as well as many 
marine activities, such as fishing and trade. Okuda is a more liberal-leaning member of 
the administration, being generally in favor of most of the Meiji government’s reforms. 
 

14. Nakatani Tatsuo*, Director of Agriculture of the Kagoshima Prefecture 
Fictional character for the purposes of this crisis committee. A former samurai himself, 
Nakatani oversees the agricultural production of the prefecture. He is sympathetic to the 
samurai refugees in the domain, but he is opposed to Saigo’s usage of prefectural lands 
for the training of young samurai and is generally against revolt against the throne. 

 
 
* Note: because of the small number of named individuals allied with/located in Satsuma Domain 
during the Rebellion in 1877, several fictional, original characters were created to be filled by 
delegates. These original characters have important roles to play too, and feel free to use your 
creativity (within reason) to pursue your own agendas or influence the events of the crisis.  
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VII. Supplementals  
 

1. Map of Japan in 1876 
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2. Feudal Map of Japan 
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3. Japanese History and Culture Glossary  

○ Shogunate (pronunciation link) 
■ The hereditary military dictatorship of Japan (1192–1867). Legally, the 

shogun answered to the emperor, but, as Japan evolved into a feudal 
society, control of the military became tantamount to control of the 
country 

○ Chōshū  (pronunciation link) 
■ One of the leading domains that, along with Satsuma, fought against the 

Tokugawa Shogunate during the Meiji Restoration. It was ruled by the Mori 
clan and was based at the far southern end of Honshu. 

○ Tokugawa (pronunciation link)  
■ The reigning shogunate during the Edo period  

○ Satsuma (pronunciation link)  
■ One of the leading domains that, along with Choshu, fought against the 

Tokugawa Shogunate during the Meiji Restoration. It was ruled by the 
Shimazu clan and was based at the far southwest corner of Kyushu. 

○ Meiji (pronunciation link) 
■ The posthumous name of the Emperor Mutsuhito, as well as the name of the 

period of modernization directly following the downfall of the Tokugawa 
Shogunate. 

○ Domain vs. Prefecture 
■ Domain (藩, han)  

● Administrative unit used during the Edo Period to denote a 
daimyo’s allocated estate. It often corresponds to the geographical 
province of the same name. However, a domain could often extend 
into multiple provinces. It was abolished during the Meiji 
Restoration. 

■ Prefecture (都道府県, todōfuken) 
● Administrative subdivision of Japan used during the Meiji era and 

in the present day to indicate a geographical region under the 
jurisdiction of a local government. Replaced the old domain 
system during the Meiji Restoration. 

○ Samurai (pronunciation link) 
■ Japanese warriors; hereditary military nobility and officer caste of 

medieval and early-modern Japan from the 12th century to their abolition 
in the 1870s. 
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○ Daimyō (pronunciation link)  
■ Japanese feudal lords who—until their decline in the early Meiji 

period—ruled most of Japan from their vast, hereditary land holdings.  
○ Edo (pronunciation link) 

■ The former name of Tokyo until 1868. The name largely comes from Edo 
Castle, which was the headquarters of the Tokugawa Shogunate. 

○ Bafuku (pronunciation link)  
■ The military government of Japan between 1192 and 1868, headed by the 

shogun. Interchangeably used with shogunate.  
○ sonnō jōi 

■ (尊皇攘夷, “Revere the Emperor, expel the barbarians”) 
■ A popular slogan used by those who supported the overthrow of the 

Tokugawa Shogunate in favor of Imperial restoration 
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MUN Crisis Terms - Glossary  
Please refer to these definitions for your crisis notes! 

● Communique: A message to someone in the outside world. These are often, but not always, 
targeted at the other crisis committee. For example, you might write to a foreign government 
to request assistance in building schools or enriching uranium. As another example, your 
committee could send the other crisis committee a communique with a set of demands, and 
an accompanying threat if that demand is not met. These typically request the outside party 
intervene in the committee’s events. They may be sent by the committee (in which case they 
are voted on) or by an individual delegate (in which case they are sent to the Crisis team). 
 

● Press Release: A message published for the outside world. For example, you might release a 
press release in praising a traitor in the other committee for rebelling against the government. 
You might publish a press release welcoming refugees into your country. The events 
triggered by these press releases often, but not always, shape the development of the crisis 
narrative. These can be sent by the committee or by an individual. 
 

● Directive: An action that the committee collectively chooses to take. For example, the 
committee could pass a directive to direct government funds to a program; to offer terms for 
peace; or to change their foreign policy. Directives play the role that resolutions play in 
non-crisis committees. They are voted on by the committee. 
 

● Personal Directive: An action that an individual delegate chooses to take. Personal directives 
encompass all the shady things you don’t want your fellow committee members to know 
about, and their results often drive debate within the committee. 
They frequently include requests for meetings with delegates from the opposing committee; 
attempts to spy on other delegates; assassination attempts; secretly manuvering your personal 
troops. These are often tailored to the character’s given role, but need not be. For example, if 
you are a Minister of Finance, you might send a directive to embezzle funds for your own 
nefarious purposes. If you’re not a Minister of Finance, you may have to be creative in 
thinking of other plausible ways to get some cash. Personal directives are submitted 
individually to the Crisis team through the Gatherly private chat function, who will approve 
or reject them. Your requests are limited only by your imagination. If you have any questions 
about them, ask Crisis! 
 

● Reference: How to Write for Crisis, Three Crisis Notes, and How to Write a Directive 
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VIII. Additional Sources and Reading 
 

● YouTube Videos 
○ History Summarized: The Meiji Restoration 
○ Ten Minute History - The Meiji Restoration and the Empire of Japan 

 
● Britannica 

○ Timeline of Japan - The Fall of the Tokugawa 
○ Tokugawa Period 
○ Satsuma 
○ Treaty of Kanagawa 
○ Harris Treaty 
○ Meiji Restoration 

 
● Encyclopedia Japan 

○ Edo period — Encyclopedia of Japan 
○ Meiji period — Encyclopedia of Japan  

 
● The Samurai Archives - Samurai Wiki 

○ Main Page 
○ Satsuma han 
○ Meiji Restoration 
○ Shizoku Rebellions 
○ Satsuma Rebellion  

 
● nippon.com 

○ The Meiji Restoration: The End of the Shogunate and the Building of a Modern 
Japanese State  

○ The Life of Japan’s “Last Samurai” Saigō Takamori  
 

● Asia for Educators 
○ The Meiji Restoration and Modernization 

 
● Academic Publications 

○ The Satsuma Rebellion: An Episode of Modern Japanese History  
 

● ThoughtCo.com 
○ Overview of the Tokugawa Shogunate of Japan 
○ Saigo Takamori: The Last Samurai  
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y5zlKYYp7bs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Oc_un-o4hGc
https://www.britannica.com/place/Japan/The-fall-of-the-Tokugawa
https://www.britannica.com/event/Tokugawa-period
https://www.britannica.com/place/Satsuma
https://www.britannica.com/event/Treaty-of-Kanagawa
https://www.britannica.com/event/Harris-Treaty
https://www.britannica.com/event/Meiji-Restoration
https://doyouknowjapan.com/history/edo/
https://doyouknowjapan.com/history/meiji/
https://wiki.samurai-archives.com/index.php?title=Main_Page
https://wiki.samurai-archives.com/index.php?title=Satsuma_han
https://wiki.samurai-archives.com/index.php?title=Meiji_Restoration
https://wiki.samurai-archives.com/index.php?title=Shizoku_rebellions
https://wiki.samurai-archives.com/index.php?title=Satsuma_Rebellion
https://www.nippon.com/en/views/b06902/
https://www.nippon.com/en/views/b06902/
https://www.nippon.com/en/views/b07204/
http://afe.easia.columbia.edu/special/japan_1750_meiji.htm
https://archive.org/stream/satsumarebellio01moungoog#page/n8/mode/2up
https://www.thoughtco.com/tokugawa-shoguns-of-japan-195578
https://www.thoughtco.com/figures-and-events-in-asian-history-s2-3896549

